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Abstract
Learning the syntax and semantics of a new programming
language is a challenge. It is common for learners to refer to
language documentation many times and in many contexts
as they build comfort and understanding. We review existing
functional language documentation, finding that it tends to
be organized according to the structure of the language. Each
section interleaves narrative explanations, which introduce
precise terminology that is then used consistently, with code
examples. Sections often start with simpler special cases of
a construct before considering it in full generality.
To make use of language documentation, learners must
step away from the code they are working with, e.g., in an exercise or tutorial, to locate and transfer knowledge from the
documentation. We describe a system, ExplainThis, that automatically generates contextualized language documentation,
structured based on our study of language documentation
but specialized to the particular code at the cursor. This system is integrated into the structure editor of Hazel, a live
functional environment. Documentation appears next to the
editor and color is used as secondary notation to correlate
the explanation with program terms. We also study syntactic
and explanatory specificity with a formative user study. We
find that participants desire documentation to be tailored
to specific syntax of the code a user is working with, while
allowing an adaptive level of specificity for code examples.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Development frameworks and environments.
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1

Introduction

Learning a new programming language can be difficult, even
for experienced programmers. The programmer must become familiar with new syntactic forms. A syntactic form
refers to an element in a language grammar, such as the
rule for a let...in expression. A term refers to an instance
of a syntactic form. An instance of a let...in expression
could be let x = 1 in x + 1. Consider this single-line
code snippet, written in an ML-like language:
let x : Float = f 1 in x +. 2.
It involves different syntactic forms, including a let...in
expression, a type annotation (Float), a function application
of f to an integer literal (1), a floating point operator (+.), and
a floating point literal (2.). These may be unfamiliar, even to
a programmer familiar with popular imperative languages.
Most programmers learning a new language do so on their
own [28]. They may only have access to static narrative
and examples from online tutorials, books, help forums, and
language references. Programmers report difficulties with
finding relevant documentation, e.g., because they may not
yet know the correct terminology to use in an online search
[28]. Moreover, while always available, this help is not as
adaptive as an expert may be to the specific learning context.
When a programmer is learning a new language, they
ideally have access to an engaged expert, such as a teaching
assistant or coworker, who can explain the syntax and semantics of code that the learner is trying to understand or
write, providing context and varied explanations, reducing
the need to search for and through documentation.
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This paper proposes a paradigm shift for programming
language documentation, away from static standalone documentation toward contextually adaptive systems. It also
presents one such contextualized language documentation
system, ExplainThis, integrated into a computational notebook style programming environment that displays both
narrative and code snippets [11]. Code snippets can appear
as read-only examples interleaved into a narrative tutorial,
or they can be editable when the user is solving integrated
coding exercises. The language documentation is adapted to
explain the language constructs underlying the term at the
user’s cursor, at an adjustable level of specificity.
To inform the design of ExplainThis, we surveyed existing programming language documentation, focusing on
functional languages (Sec. 2) and consulted prior work in this
area (Sec. 7). We found that documentation emphasizes precise and consistent terminology for syntactic forms, which
are organized into “features” largely corresponding to the
structure of the language. We also found that narrative explanations tend to be interleaved with examples and that
compound or complex language constructs, e.g., destructuring let expressions with support for mutual recursion, were
introduced progressively using simpler special cases.
We implemented ExplainThis as a Hazel editor service,
which we describe by example in Sec. 3. Hazel is a live functional programming environment with a structure editor that
ensures that even partially completed code is syntactically
well-formed [16, 18–20]. Because Hazel always provides a
syntax tree, ExplainThis is applicable to any code snippet.
The novel components of ExplainThis’ interface are a syntactic specificity slider, an adaptive explanation system, and
an adaptive collection of related examples. All of these are
informed by the observations reported in the documentation
survey (Sec. 2). While we chose Hazel, ExplainThis’ core
features could be implemented in editors for a variety of
programming languages.
To evaluate and iteratively improve the design of ExplainThis, the narrative explanations, and the chosen examples, we conducted a formative study soliciting feedback
from individuals involved or capable of assisting in teaching functional programming courses (Sec. 4 and Sec. 5). In
particular, we focused on understanding the extent to which
participants value explanations and examples specifically
contextualized to the user’s source code. We found that participants prefer (1) explanations and examples tailored to
some extent to the specific syntax of the user’s code, (2) a
fixed level of specificity for code explanations, but (3) an
adaptive level of specificity for code examples. Additionally,
participants value precision and uniformity in the terminology that appears in explanations. Finally, participants value
smaller, focused examples. These findings can guide the community in exploring the large design space of contextually
adaptive documentation systems (Sec. 8).
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2

Language Documentation Survey

Many programming languages provide online language documentation, ranging from informal quick reference guides
to tutorials and in some cases, formal language definitions.
We surveyed online documentation for three languages to
better understand existing documentation practices.
We surveyed the documentation for OCaml [15], Reason
[26], and Racket [24]. We chose these partially due to our
familiarity with the languages and their documentation and
because these are widely-used languages with functional
elements that bear many similarities to Hazel.
Our starting point for this survey was each language’s
official website [15, 24, 26]. We focused on the language
documentation that could be found from that starting point.
Reading through some of this documentation, including in
all cases documentation related to basic variable binding as
a focal point, we made notes on various observed features:
• Each language offered different kinds of documentation for different use cases (e.g., quick references, tutorials, books, and formal language definitions). The
different kinds of documentation differed in level of
detail, assumed different background knowledge, and
incorporated examples of varying complexity.
• Documentation was often organized into sections describing different “features” or “constructs” which generally followed the type structure of the language, i.e.
it grouped together the introduction and elimination
or pattern matching forms of a type (whether or not
types were statically checked). Some general features,
like let bindings, did not correspond directly to a single
type, so they were described separately, often in some
simplified form, e.g., let bindings without discussion
of mutual recursion or destructuring, and then reoccurred, in specialized form or as general scaffolding in
examples, throughout the documentation.
• Within a section, there was also sometimes a progression from simple special cases to more general or advanced modes of use of a construct.
• There was substantial use of links, which (1) often connected less formal and more formal documentation for
the same concept and (2) were used to provide context
for language constructs that appear incidentally in examples or that have some conceptual relationship to
the construct of interest.
• There was extensive use of simple examples that appear to be carefully curated to highlight the construct
of interest without requiring a deep understanding of
many other constructs. However, there is also generally a progression of constructs such that examples
for later constructs will use previous constructs, e.g.,
functions and let bindings appear in many subsequent
examples.
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• Introductory documentation often sought to help programmers who are new to the particular language or
functional paradigm but not to programming in general by drawing comparisons to other languages or
paradigms, e.g., explicit discussion of how functional
let binding differs from imperative assignment.
• Precise and consistent use of terminology was used
to refer to language constructs and positions within
constructs (e.g., the “guard,” “then branch,” and “else
branch” of a conditional expression).

3

Design of ExplainThis

ExplainThis is designed (1) to serve a similar role as quick
reference documentation, so it incorporates many of the
observations relevant to that kind of documentation as discussed in Sec. 2 as well as providing multiple levels of documentation for the same concepts, and (2) for users who
are not novices to programming, but that may be novices to
functional programming.
Potential use cases of ExplainThis include code reading
and comprehension (e..g, a user trying to understand existing
functions in a library or examples in instructor-created tutorials); writing new code (e.g., a user trying to modify starter
code to complete an assignment); or debugging (e.g., a user
trying to understand unexpected behavior of a function).
Here we present the initial design of our tool using a
motivating example. We note that the design presented is
preliminary, representing a first effort toward the vision
presented in this paper, and our intention is to refine it based
on the feedback we received in our user study (Sec. 5).
3.1 ExplainThis by Example
We explain our design for ExplainThis by example. The
hypothetical subject of our use case is a student who has
multiple years of experience programming with imperative
programming languages, such as C++, and is now taking a
course where they are introduced to the functional programming paradigm for the first time. In particular, the course uses
Hazel, a functional programming language. The student has
been given a formal introduction to the language in lecture
and is now working through exercises to strengthen their
understanding. The student is currently working through
an exercise to practice using the standard map function. The
starter code for the exercise can be seen in Fig. 1. As part
of the starter code, the student is given a reference implementation for map1 . Additionally, the student is given the
skeleton of a function, prod. The exercise is for the student
to implement the body of the prod function, which should
take a List of Int two-tuples and return a List containing
the products of the elements of each tuple.
1 Polymorphism

is not currently implemented in Hazel, so we use an implementation of map with the specific types needed for the example.
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The student first wants to make sure that they understand
how the map function works. The student selects the body
of the function and sees the syntactic form documentation
shown in Fig. 1. The three dialogs that form the documentation system are the Syntactic Form, Code Explanation, and
Code Examples dialog.
The Syntactic Form dialog presents the student with information about the syntax of the term on which their cursor
is currently placed, which here is a case expression. The
editor indicates which syntactic form is being documented
with a green background on the parts of the syntax that are
at the root of the term. The dialog displays varying levels of
details about its subforms using meaningful labels which can
be controlled by the user using the slider at the bottom of
the box. In Fig. 1, the student is first shown the most general
syntactic form of a case expression.
The Code Explanation dialog provides a natural language
explanation of the code that the cursor is on relative to the
level of specificity of the indicated syntactic form. Code
highlighting uses matching colors to relate the parts of the
explanation to the associated source code. Terminology, such
as “clause”, is indicated with italics. In Fig. 1, the student
is first shown an explanation of the case expression that
makes up the body of the map function. This explanation
is relative to the general syntactic form of a case via the
syntactic form slider, but is tailored to the particular case
expression in the code by inlining small pieces of code, the
color highlighting used, and the number of rules presented.
Larger pieces of code are referred to using the corresponding
natural language terminology, e.g., “clause.”
The code example box provides one or more examples of
the term the cursor is on, relative to the level of specificity of
the indicated syntactic form. Examples include information
about the result of evaluating the example and a natural
language explanation. In Fig. 1, the student is presented with
a few examples they can use to try to better understand the
body of the map function and case expressions in general.
After reviewing the information of the syntactic form,
code explanation, and code example boxes, the student feels
that they better understand how general case analysis works
in Hazel. However, they still do not fully understand how
the structural pattern matching in the map body works. The
student wants to understand a more specific syntactic form
than general case expressions, so they move the syntactic
form slider to “more specific” (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). The more
specific syntactic form gives explanations and examples for
cases of an empty list and a non-empty list. After seeing this
more specific explanation and more examples, the student
feels more confident in their understanding of how the pattern matching works in the body of the map function. The
student can select any part of the map function to understand
other pieces following the same process.
When the student feels more confident in their understanding of the map function, they feel ready to start implementing
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Figure 1. ExplainThis for Hazel. The editor is shown on the left and ExplainThis is shown in the right panel. The programmer’s
cursor is at the beginning of the case expression. In Hazel, the term where the editor cursor is currently positioned is highlighted
in light green. Holes are displayed with light-grey hole identifier numbers, such as the body of the prod function.

(a) More specific syntactic form and code explanation.

(b) More specific code examples.

Figure 2. Syntactic form and code explanation (left) and code examples (right) of a more specific form of a case expression.

Contextualized Programming Language Documentation

the prod function. The student stubs out the implementation,
knowing that map needs to be called on some function and
the input list to prod, xs . The student stubs out the function
that will be used for map, following the other functions given
in the starter code which use a single variable pattern (Fig. 3).
At this point, the student needs some more help understanding how to write the function that will be used by map.
The documentation gives them specific information about
functions that use a single variable pattern (Fig. 4). However,
this very specific syntactic form of a function is not what
the student wants because they need to extract the elements
of the tuples in the lists. The student moves the syntactic
form slider to the more general form of a function to try to
understand how their inner function stub can be edited to
have the functionality they need (Fig. 5). The student can
see from this more general documentation that functions are
not restricted to a single variable pattern for the argument,
but rather can use a different pattern. Using this information, the student is able to edit their inner function stub to
use a tuple pattern and from there is able to complete their
implementation of the prod function.
The subsequent sections provide a more detailed description of ExplainThis.
3.2

Hazel Tutor

Hazel is a browser-based system [16]. Editing in Hazel is
done through a structure editor. One of the key features of
Hazel is that all program states are syntactically well-formed
and semantically meaningful, having both a type and a nontrivial result [18, 19]. This is accomplished by automatically
inserting empty holes to stand for missing parts of a program
as well as wrapping non-empty holes around parts of a program with semantic errors. With every program state being
meaningful, the “gap-problem” is solved, where in traditional
programming environments tools either only work partially
or not at all for incomplete programs. In Hazel, tools are able
to give feedback when programs are incomplete, which is
when programmers often need assistance.
Hazel currently has tools that make use of typing information in the program [21]. These tools are the Cursor Inspector,
which displays information about the expected and actual
types of patterns and expressions in a program, and the
Strategy Guide, which is designed to guide novices through
a type-driven development strategy, presenting a hierarchical list of valid edits for empty holes. These tools are part
of the Hazel Tutor project, which is focused on developing
assistive technology specifically targeted at novices to typed
functional programming.
Here we present the design for another tool in the Hazel
Tutoring system, ExplainThis, to provide novices with contextualized programming language documentation. While
the Cursor Inspector is designed to surface information about
the static semantics of a program, this tool gives information
about the syntax and dynamic semantics of a program. The
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Figure 3. Initial stub for the function used by map which
uses a single variable pattern for the argument.

Figure 4. Documentation for functions that use a single
variable pattern for the argument.

Figure 5. Documentation for general functions.
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tool’s interface will be displayed when a user requests documentation for the term at their current editor cursor position.
One of the key goals of this interface is to give a novice to
Hazel all the information they would need to understand
a term that is present in their program without needing to
consult external documentation.
3.3

Syntactic Form

In ExplainThis, the explanations and examples can be tailored to different level of specificity of the syntactic form.
In general, the most specific syntactic form can be thought
of as the most simple version of a form that would be used
pedagogically to teach it. For instance, for a let expression,
let-binding to a single variable is a specific version of a let
expression that is often used to introduce this syntactic form.
In contrast, a let expression, let-binding with patterns and
mutual recursion is the general (least specific) syntactic form.
A programmer can scrub back and forth on this slider to tune
the explanations and examples to the level of specificity that
is most useful to them for a given task.
The system attempts to start at a suitable level of generality that captures the particular syntax that the cursor is on,
without including features that are unused. We are not at
this time trying to incorporate any machine learning techniques to infer user intent or knowledge of a programming
language. In the future, we may consider trying to model
a user’s current knowledge based on syntactic forms they
have seen or used in the system.
3.4

Code Explanation

Explanations can be tailored to both the code on which a
user’s cursor is placed as well as the chosen level of specificity
on the syntactic form slider. The explanations demonstrate
correct uses of terminology used for the syntactic forms, such
as can be seen by the italicized text. Code highlighting uses
matching colors to relate the parts of the explanation to the
associated source code. Similar highlighting is used in Pyret,
a language designed for novices [22]. The code explanation
highlighting can be toggled on and off to minimize potential
distraction to the user.
3.5

Code Examples

Examples can also be tailored to both the code on which a
user’s cursor is placed as well as the chosen level of specificity
on the syntactic form slider. The goal is to keep the examples
relevant to the code that the programmer is actually trying
to explore and understand rather than a small selection of
general examples that may be difficult for the programmer
to map back to their code context. Additionally, we want
examples that highlight the particular aspects of the code
the programmer is trying to understand, as informed by the
user’s selection with the syntactic form slider.
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3.6

Other Features

Other features of the design include links to external documentation and feedback indicators. External documentation
can be reached through either the link to see more documentation shown in the Code Explanation dialog or the link
to see more examples shown in the Code Example dialog,
both seen in Fig. 5. The external documentation will be static
learning material created for each of the syntactic forms in
Hazel. The goal is that the programmer will rarely need to
consult this external material in order to understand the syntactic forms, but that they will have all of the information
they need right there in the programming environment. The
feedback indicators shown with the thumbs-up and thumbsdown icons seen in Fig. 5 allow users to quickly indicate if
they found any part of the contextualized language documentation helpful or unhelpful. This feedback can be used
to improve messaging.

4

Evaluation Methodology

A key goal of ExplainThis is to provide documentation that
is similarly beneficial as hand-curated explanations by experts. We conducted a user study designed to explore the
question of what properties of explanations and examples
experts believe would be most beneficial to someone trying to understand a given syntactic form. Our participant
pool consisted of 10 programmers who had the necessary
knowledge of functional programming for our study. Our
IRB-approved study consisted of three phases: a screening
survey, a background survey, and an interview. Participants
who completed all three phases were compensated with a
$25 gift card.
4.1

Screening Survey

All participants completed a screening survey to ensure they
had the required knowledge to participate in our study. The
screening survey consisted of five multiple-choice, beginnerlevel functional programming questions to assess whether a
candidate had a basic understanding of topics such as structural pattern-matching, curried functions, and let bindings.
4.2

Background Survey

Participants who received a satisfactory score, defined as
missing no more than one question on the screening survey,
were asked to complete a background survey to collect data
on their functional language experience and demographics.
4.3

Interview

Participants who passed the screening survey were invited
to complete an interview. We conducted three in-person and
seven virtual interviews. Interviews were designed to last
about 75 minutes and included a 15-minute instructional
demo followed by a 60-minute survey. The participants’
screen activity and audio were recorded during the interview.

Contextualized Programming Language Documentation

4.3.1 Instructional Demo. The demo was designed to acquaint the participants with the design space for ExplainThis.
Each participant was briefed on the motivation behind ExplainThis and its goals.
4.3.2 Prompts. Following this introduction, participants
were asked to respond to a series of nine prompts. We designed the prompts to explore a range of explanations and
examples to understand what properties participants considered when determining how beneficial they found the
options. Additionally, we designed the prompts to provide
insights into how a syntactic form is being used and how an
indicated level of specificity for the syntactic form influenced
participant rankings.
Each prompt included the following components:
1. Prompt title: A descriptive title of the prompt.
2. Code snippet: Uneditable code for which the participants were asked to rank a set of explanations and
examples. The cursor was placed on a predefined term.
3. Result: The computed result of the code snippet.
4. Syntactic form: The syntactic form for the selected
term in the code snippet. It displays the form along
with a disabled slider which indicated the level of specificity of the syntactic form.
5. Code explanation: Various explanations for the code
snippet which the participants were asked to rank.
When hovered over, both the explanations and the
code snippet were simultaneously color-highlighted
with different colors mapping corresponding parts of
the explanation and the code snippet together.
Participants were asked to rank each explanation with
respect to the code and the syntactic form using ranking drop downs which were displayed to the left of
each explanation. Participants were asked to rank the
options according to what they thought would be most
beneficial to a programmer who is trying to understand
the indicated syntactic form when looking at the specific code snippet. The explanations could be ranked
from 1 to N, where N was the number of explanations.
The participants were asked to avoid assigning identical scores to the different options within the same
prompt. Each ranking drop down had an extra option
for participants to mark the explanation as not useful.
Additionally, a free response text box was provided for
participants to give any alternative explanations that
they thought would be more beneficial to the potential
users of our tool than the options presented.
6. Code example: Various code examples for the source
code were provided. The participants had the option
to expand (and collapse) the examples to see the result of each example’s computation and an individual
explanation for that example.
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Similarly to the code explanations, code examples also
included a ranking drop down as well as a text box for
alternative examples and feedback.
Participants could navigate back and forth between the
prompts using arrow buttons and a drop-down prompt selector. The order in which explanations and examples were
presented was randomized.
4.3.3 Specificity Levels and Syntactic Forms. We used
nine prompts, including four sets of two prompts where the
pairs of prompts were identical except for the level of specificity (syntactic form slider). Across the nine prompts, there
were five different syntactic forms of focus: a case expression (Case), a function application with a tuple parameter
(FA w/ Tuple), a curried function application (FA Curried),
a function literal (Fun Lit), and a let expression (Let). The
order of prompts was randomized except that the prompts
that were identical modulo the specificity slider were presented in adjacent order, the less specific level always being
presented first.
4.4

Artifact Availability

The user-study artifacts (e.g., surveys, scripts, executable) are
available at: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21381864.

5
5.1

Results
Participant Makeup

We had 10 participants complete the interview phase of the
study. Four of the participants self-identify as women. Seven
of the participants are graduate students. All participants
have taken or are currently taking at least 5 computer science courses, with eight participants having taken more than
10. Eight of the participants have some computer science
industry experience (including internships). Four of the participants have formal teaching experience in a programming
languages or programming paradigm course. Nine of the
participants have some experience studying from a programming languages or programming paradigm course. The most
common functional programming languages that participants reported having at least a little experience with were
OCaml (7 participants), Racket (8 participants), and Haskell
(8 participants). Four of the participants have at least some
experience with structure editors.
5.2

Features of Explanations and Examples

Based on observations from the documentation survey, different designs and questions about good properties of explanations and examples we have considered, interviews with
participants, and our own review of properties of the explanations and examples we gave participants, we derived labels
of properties that capture characteristics of our explanations
(see Table 1) and examples (see Table 2) of syntactic forms.
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Table 1. Properties of code explanations. Syntactic form refers to the outermost form of the expression the cursor is on.
Group

Label

Technicalities

Gist/Intuition

Sublabel

Meaning
Trying to convey the essence of a syntactic
form rather than technical details not necessarily
needed for being able to work with the form in
the language
Uses technical language and details for information about the syntactic form

Technical Details
Levels of Explanation

Explains Subforms
Separated Subform
Incorporated Subform
General

Specializes messages based on subforms
Information about a subform is visually separated
from the information about the outer forms
Information about a subform is incorporated into
the information about the outer forms
Uses an explanation of the general syntactic form

Verbalization

Verbalization

Gives a verbalization of the syntax, but does not
add any additional explanatory information

Evaluation Order

Out of Order

Structure does not follow the evaluation order

Explicit Order

Explicitly conveys the evaluation order

Table 2. Properties of code examples. Syntactic form refers to the outermost form of the expression the cursor is on.
Group

Label

Meaning

Match Code Snippet

Matches Overall Subform Shape

Matches overall shape (e.g., tuples of any size, curried function
application) of the subterms of the code snippet
Matches syntax of parts of code snippet outside the focused
syntactic form (does not apply if no forms outside focused form)
Matches all the types in the code snippet for the syntactic form
(based on declarative typing)
Uses different subform shapes from those used in the code snippet (e.g., tuples of different size)
Uses different types from those used in the code snippet

Matches Context
Matches Types
Varies Subform Shape
Varies Types
Details

Highlight Details

Highlights details about the syntactic form, including potential
sources of confusion or special cases

Complexity

Uses Meaningful Let Bindings

Uses let bindings to name pieces of the example to incorporate
“meaning”
Wraps the syntactic form in other forms (excluding let bindings)
or uses more complex subforms than in the code snippet (e.g.,
case)
Highlights how a base (not operation) syntactic form is used
(e.g., form is a function literal and the example shows it being
applied)
Uses a concise (minimal) example of the syntactic form—no extra
wrapping forms nor complicated subforms

Extra Forms

Use of Form

Concise
Evaluation

Does Not Evaluate to Simple

Evaluates to a function

Contextualized Programming Language Documentation
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Table 3. Properties and voter rankings of code explanations. Lower ranks indicate more preferred explanations. LS and MS are
the ranking votes for less and more specific, respectively. (‘–’ = no prompt for the associated specificity level.)
Technicalities
Gist

Case

FA w/ Tuple

Details

Explanation
Subforms
Sep.

Inc.

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Verbalization

General

Evaluation Order
Out of Order

Explicit

LS

MS

✓

1
2
3

–
–
–

1
2
3

1
2
3

✓

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

✓

✓

✓

✓

1
2
3

3
2
1

1
2
3

2
1
3

✓
✓
✓

✓

Rank

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

FA Curried

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

Fun Lit
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Let

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Table 4. Properties and voter rankings of code examples. Lower ranks indicate more preferred examples. LS and MS are the
ranking votes for less and more specific, respectively. (MS = Matches Overall Subform Shape, MC = Matches Context, MT =
Matches Types, VS = Varies Subform Shape, and VT = Varies Types; ‘–’ = no prompt for the associated specificity level.)
Match Code Snippet
MS
Case

MC

✓

MT

VS

VT

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

FA Curried

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Fun Lit
✓
✓

✓
Let

✓

Extra Forms

Use

Evaluation

LS

MS

✓

1
2
3
4

-

1
2
3
4

1
3
4
2

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
3
2
5
4
6

1
2
3
4
5

3
1
4
2
5

1
2
3

1
3
2

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Rank

Concise

✓
✓

✓

Complexity
Let

✓

✓
FA w/ Tuple

Details

✓
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We then used these properties to label the explanations
and examples shown to participants (see Table 3 and Table 4).
The purpose of this labeling process is to better understand
properties of explanations and examples that participants
consider to be beneficial rather than develop a general labeling scheme.
5.3

Rankings of Explanations and Examples

To aggregate participants’ votes for different explanations
and examples, we used the Single Transferable Vote method,
which can be used where voters rank candidates (in this case
explanations and examples) according to their preferences
[25]. We used the vote package in R to get the complete
ranking of candidates running for N - 1 seats (where N is
the number of explanations or examples for a given prompt).
We allow for equal rankings, which automatically corrects
rankings that would otherwise be considered invalid (e.g.,
rankings 2, 3 would be corrected to 1, 2). Explanations or examples that were not ranked or marked as not useful by participants are converted to “NA” votes. Votes for participants
who have “NA” votes for all explanations and examples are
considered invalid and will not be automatically corrected.
Table 3 and Table 4 show the participants’ vote rankings.
5.4

Discussion

Four total votes were invalid, all for the more specific syntactic form level: one for the examples for FA w/ Tuple, one
for the explanations for FA w/ Tuple, and two for the examples for Fun Lit. Both of the invalid votes for FA w/ Tuple
correspond to a participant not answering a prompt. The
two invalid votes for Fun Lit examples both correspond to
participants indicating that none of the given examples were
useful. Both of these participants wanted an example that
more closely matched the indicated level of specificity of
the syntactic slider, in this case an unapplied function literal
with a tuple argument pattern; two other participants gave
similar free response examples. This aligns with our general
observation that participants wanted the examples shown
to be influenced by the level of specificity.
We observe that the level of specificity of the syntactic
slider in general did not affect rankings as much for explanations as it did for examples, when considering total rankings.
This is consistent with comments made by participants. One
participant said, “...I’m kind of tempted to give the same
rankings for all of the code explanations and then basically
change the code examples for the specificities... I think that’s
what I’ve basically been doing... subconsciously....” Another
participant when asked about these trends responded “... I
think that [the] syntactic form should... change the examples
more than the explanations....” For explanations, two of the
four prompts that used multiple levels of specificity have
identical rankings. However, we also observe that for the
example rankings when only considering the top ranked
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example, three of the four applicable prompts are identical between syntactic form specificity levels. Aligned with
these observations about the influence of the syntactic form
specificity level, we observe that for explanations for a more
specific syntactic level, all top ranking choices were specialized to explain subforms. These observations indicate that
explanations and examples should be tailored both to code
that a programmer is exploring and to particular questions
that a programmer is asking about the code.
Our current contextualized programming language documentation design uses the syntactic form slider as a proxy
for what a programmer is trying to understand about a piece
of code. Some participants indicated that the current design
of the slider may not be a natural way for a user to express
that. Two participants indicated the syntactic form indicator
did not fit how they consider code, stating it was not how
their “brain understands code” and not the way their “brain
works.” One participant suggested, “...I feel like it might be
helpful to have not like a linear sort of like less specific to
more specific about the syntactic form, but like more selective which specific features are confusing....” This opens the
design question for an intuitive way for programmers to
express these questions, which is left to future work.
Considering properties of technical correctness, we observe that in general, participants did not prefer explanations
that elided technical details; three of the four explanations
that gave the gist/intuition of the syntactic form were given
the lowest ranking for both levels of syntactic form specificity, with none receiving the highest ranking. These observations indicate that explanations should use correct and
precise terminology.
For examples, we observed that participants generally do
not prefer examples that used extra, complex syntactic forms,
even when those forms gave more “meaningful” examples
or demonstrated a use of a literal syntactic form. We observe
that except for one example, no example that has the “Extra
Forms” label has a top-ranking. Rather, participants preferred
examples of the syntactic form with focused details relevant
to how the form is actually used in the code and the level of
specificity of the syntactic form slider.
We plan to refine our design and messages based on our
observations and the feedback we received in the formative
study, including developing a systematic way to define explanations and examples. We also plan to investigate how
helpful these designs are to users in practice (see Sec. 6).
5.5

Validity

We will now discuss the validity of our study design. For
external validity, we do acknowledge that our participant
sampling method is primarily a convenience sample. This
may impact the generalizability of our results. However, this
sample should be a fairly good representation of the target population for the study, which are programmers with
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enough knowledge of functional language concepts to competently teach a course that uses a functional programming
language. We did recruit from multiple labs and universities
to get a more diverse sample of participants. For internal
validity, we did screen our participants to make sure they
had the necessary background knowledge to provide informative responses to our task prompts. For construct validity,
our tasks are designed to cover a range of code explanations
and examples. Relevant tasks are framed with approximately
the same limited level of information about the code that
ExplainThis will be working with.
One threat to validity is that some of the participants ran
into a bug that required reloading the study infrastructure,
which re-randomized prompts and made it so that participants were not able to look back on their previous answers.
Additionally, some participants mixed up the order for which
ranking is “better.” We asked participants to flip their orders
when we noticed this, but it is possible that some unintended
orderings were made. Another threat to validity is that the
questions asked by the interviewer may have swayed participant responses.
Our study is focused on ExplainThis, contextualized documentation for Hazel, aiming to generalize our results to
the various syntactic forms in this particular environment.
Our observations may not generalize to other programming
paradigms, languages, or environments.

6

Future Work

There are many open avenues for further exploration of
contextualized programming language documentation. In
particular, it remains for future work to investigate use of
ExplainThis by our target user: experienced programmers
who are new to a particular programming language. Our
formative study (Sec. 4) focused on properties of explanations and examples that experts would choose to provide a
programmer learning a new language, as well as insights
into our tool design. After design iteration based on the results of this study, the next step is to evaluate our tool and
messages on those who fit our target audience. We plan to
deploy an implementation of our tool to a university-level
programming languages course, where many students are
learning not only Hazel, but the functional paradigm for
the first time. We can gather light-weight feedback from the
students using the feedback indicators (Sec. 3.6), as well as
analyzing logging information about tool use. This information will provide better understanding of the effectiveness
and usability of our design and messages.
Along with exploring tool use from the learner perspective, an area for future work is investigating ExplainThis
from the message author’s point of view. Currently, all explanations and examples as well as the syntactic structures
they each apply to is written into Hazel source code. It remains for future work to find easier ways for an educator
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to specify syntactic structures and specialize messages to
suite particular educational needs and goals. Additionally,
expanding our contextualized documentation system to give
specialized messages for APIs or user-defined syntax, e.g.,
via macros [17], may be useful to programmers trying to
work with unfamiliar APIs. It could be beneficial for authors
of such APIs or newly defined syntax to easily be able to
define their own documentation to work within our system.
Another line of work is looking at incorporating more
information about a program into the contextualized documentation. Our current design and implementation only uses
the syntactic structures of a program, but there are other
forms of semantic information available (e.g., types) that
could potentially be utilised to provide more contextualized,
meaningful, and useful documentation to programmers.
Future iterations of Hazel could leverage contextualized
documentation that considers the program context and allows the user to query for particular functionalities using
natural language, similar to CodeMend [27]. Additionally, allowing users to interact with presented code examples, such
as by stepping through execution and editing, may be a useful augmentation to the current presentation in ExplainThis.
This feature was desired by one of our participants and is
present in tools such as Nota [3] and Python Tutor [5].

7

Related Work

ExplainThis’s design, and future refinements thereof, draws
from research on novice programmers, contextualized explanations, and leveraging natural language knowledge for
understanding code.
7.1

Novice Programmers

As a tool that is primarily targeted at programmers who are
novices to a programming language or paradigm, this work
has been influenced by research on novice programmers, as
well as some influence early in the design process from [33].
One pedagogical device for teaching programming is the
notional machine [4]. A notional machine is an abstract notion of a physical machine that only contains the level of
detail needed to meet the desired level of understanding. A
student then has a mental model of the notional machine,
but this mental model may not be accurate. Thus, a goal
of teaching is to align the student’s mental model with the
notional machine. Notional machines could be used to teach
formal programming language semantics. A recent Dagstuhl
Seminar looked at ideas around formal programming language semantics and notional machines [6]. One goal of
ExplainThis is to help build and correct students’ mental
models of the semantics of syntactic forms in Hazel. In this
way, the documentation tool is teaching a notional machine
of Hazel.
The computer science education community studies introductory programming and its challenges more broadly. One
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literature review categorizes prior works’ characterization
of student knowledge into (1) syntactic knowledge, which is
the most basic and involves knowledge of language features;
(2) conceptual knowledge, which is related to mental models;
and (3) strategic knowledge, which involves applying syntactic and conceptual knowledge to solve new problems [23].
Some of the misconceptions students may struggle with
described in this literature review include cognitive load,
mental models, and misuse of prior knowledge. Some mitigation strategies and tools described include visualizations,
novice friendly IDEs and programming languages, worked
examples, and teaching students to read code (not just write
code). Another recent literature review on introductory programming focused on computing majors, not just computer
science, and included similar ideas to help novice programmers such as teaching code-reading, not just code-writing,
skills and discussion of cognitive load theory, which says
that students perform worse when they need to remember
more than can fit in their working memory [13]. We believe
that ExplainThis may help with a variety of these identified
struggles of novice coders, including learning to read code by
providing natural language explanations of syntactic forms.
Drawing on ideas from cognitive load theory, a study
looked for the modality effect in programming [14]. The
modality effect posits that using multiple senses to communicate complementary, but not duplicated, information
can improve learning. For instance, this may support the
teaching practice of live-coding where a teacher talks (audio)
about some code (visual). The study investigated if changing
the modality of instruction (text, oral, or both) improved
learning outcomes for information retention and transfer.
Interestingly, they did not find supporting evidence that the
modality principle held for programming. This may indicate
that textual explanations of code, such as those proposed for
Hazel, may still be effective for teaching students programming even though novices may view code as text (whereas
experts view code more as diagrams) [14].
7.2

Contextualized Explanations

The design of ExplainThis is also influenced by recent work
and design recommendations for contextualized explanations of technical information.
Recent work has gone into developing tools that give
users contextualized explanations in a variety of domains.
One such work is ScholarPhi [8]. This tool automatically
generates context-sensitive information about nonce words
in scientific papers. Nonce words are technical terms and
symbols that have a specific use in a specific paper. Key
features of ScholarPhi include tooltips for symbols that give
information such as definitions, greying out all text in a
paper other than what is relevant to a selected term, equation
diagrams that show multiple definitions of symbols in an
equation at the same time, and a glossary of terms in the
paper. The tool was designed following an iterative design
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process and gives the following seven design principles for
"in-situ" definitions for scientific text [8]:
1. Tailor definitions to the location of appearance. Since
symbols in scientific text can have different meanings
throughout a text, the definitions shown should be
about the specific location the reader is in the text.
2. Connect readers to definitions in context. ScholarPhi
realizes this by including with definitions links to
where in the paper those definitions were given.
3. Consolidate information. This includes showing the
subsymbols information of a given symbol together.
4. Provide scent. Give indications to the reader for what
symbols they can get more information.
5. Minimize occlusion. Readers do not want important
text information to be hidden by the tool, but they
also do not want to lose where they are in the text by
having to look elsewhere for additional information.
ScholarPhi manages these two conflicting desires by
using condensed tooltips. Additional information can
be viewed in a sidebar.
6. Minimize distractions.
7. Support error recovery. Because the information used
in ScholarPhi is automatically generated from the scientific text, there are possible errors from which the
reader needs to be able to recover.
ExplainThis tailors definitions to the particular use of a
syntactic form in the source program, showing clear links
between the code in the editor and explanations, including
information about subforms with the currently considered
syntactic form, not covering the code that is being investigated, and minimizing distraction by allowing the user some
control over display highlighting (see Sec. 3).
Nota [3], a tool similar to ScholarPhi [8], is designed to
give a more interactive way to consume programming language research literature than static PDFs. The tool works in
the browser and includes functionality such as dynamic code
snippets, tooltips, definitions and references, flexible layouts,
convenient importing of language grammars, interactive diagrams, a way to show and hide less critical information, and
buttons to toggle between more and less formal definitions.
Crichton designed Nota based on the following principles [3]:
1. A reader should always be able to access the definition
of a symbol.
2. Jumping around is bad — definitions should be visible
in context.
3. A static display is preferable to an interactive one, all
else being equal.
ExplainThis follows these principles, particularly that the
documentation is always available to the programmer because of Hazel’s semantic guarantees [18, 19] and that the
documentation is presented alongside the context in which
the syntactic form is used. We may consider providing an
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editable sandbox for programmers to interact with code examples in future iterations of our documentation design.
Another tool that gives contextualized explanations is
Tutorons [7]. This tool gives automatic and queryable explanations for code that is found in online sources such as
web code tutorials. These explanations only give information relevant to the specific use of the code that the user
is investigating. Explanations have multiple levels, including high-level descriptions and more detailed information.
The system supports multiple languages, where each language support is a Tutoron. The authors give the following
guidelines for explanations in their system [7]:
1. Use multiple representations to illuminate high-level
intent and enable low-level understanding of syntax.
2. Be concise – skip static explanations and focus on
dynamically generated content.
3. Reappropriate existing documentation.
4. Inspect code examples on a large scale to support explanations of common usage.
ExplainThis gives multiple levels of explanations and uses
dynamically generated explanation content (see Sec. 3).
7.3

Natural Language

There has been research into making use of natural language
knowledge for performing programming tasks. Using fMRI,
Siegmund et al. showed that learners of a new programming
language leverage the same areas of the brain as those of
learners of a natural language [29]. A study of 49 schoolchildren between the ages 9 and 13 showed that reading code
aloud improved their ability to remember the syntax, but did
not necessarily make a difference in their understanding of
the code [32]. Here we will describe two lines of work. One
aims at programming languages which have syntax that is
more reflective of natural language. Another aims at giving
natural language versions of code.
One study on the MOOSE programming language was
seeking to understand if there were potential downsides to
natural language programming, which has generally been
used for application-specific and end-user programming [2].
MOOSE is a programming language that was specifically
designed to be used by children to create text-based worlds.
The study looked at natural language errors in the language,
which were defined as errors where the command the child
was trying was more “English-like” than the correct command. The researchers looked at several children’s programming logs and found that 10.6% of the programming errors
were natural-language errors, and 41.1% of these errors had
easy recovery. The researchers concluded that “making use
of people’s preexisting natural language knowledge is an
effective strategy for programming language design for children, end users, and others new to coding.”
Other work has investigated the effectiveness of natural
language style programming languages. [31] investigated
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the performance of first time programmers using one of
three languages: Quorum, Perl, and Randomo. Quorum is a
programming language that has been designed with heavy
emphasis on adhering to programming language usability
research, including a focus on using intuitive programming
language constructs. Perl is a traditional, multi-paradigm
programming language that uses constructs such as for
loops. Randomo is a “placebo-language” where some of the
syntax was chosen by generating random characters. Interestingly, when comparing the performance of novices using
these different languages, the programmers using Quorum
were significantly more accurate at their tasks than the other
two languages and the programmers using Perl were not
significantly more accurate than the Randomo programmers.
An interesting consideration from the study design is that
programmers were given reference sheets and code samples for some of their tasks, but they were not specifically
taught the meaning of individual lines of code in the examples. Rather than focusing on changing language constructs,
ExplainThis seeks to leverage natural language knowledge
by explaining syntactic forms in natural language.
Another line of work translates code to natural language.
One example of this is automatic code summarization, such
as automatically generating method summaries. State-of-theart research has seen good results using natural language
processing techniques, combining information from the code
and the abstract syntax trees of the code to generate summaries of methods [12]. However, recent work studied the
effectiveness of such automatically generated summaries
for programmer comprehension and found that traditional
measures of summary quality did not correlate strongly with
programmer comprehension, indicating a need to evaluate
the effectiveness of such summaries differently [30]. Another
line of research focuses on verbalization of code, rather than
summarization. This has been done for proofs generated by
proof assistants such as Nuprl [9] and Coq [1]. Similarly,
work has gone into automatically generating context-aware
“lexical simplifications,” which are substitutes for technical
terms in scientific text to terms that are understood by a
wider audience [10]. ExplainThis does not attempt to summarize blocks of text. Rather, it performs a function closer to
verbalizing chunks of code, though with additional emphasis
on being explanatory and instructive.
Additional work has looked at integrating natural language processing techniques into programming environments. CodeMend [27] is an integrated system that provides
suggestions, relevant syntactic forms, and documentation
based on the body of a program where the user intends to
insert new code. The user has the option to further refine the
results by providing a natural language query. CodeMend
can provide recommendations based solely on the user’s
code. However, its strength comes from its ability to allow
users to look up a specific API function using a text search.
CodeMend’s NLP model is trained to look up API functions
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in the context of the lines of code surrounding where the
cursor is placed and return useful recommendations to the
developer, who may not be familiar with a specific API. Future iterations of ExplainThis could include similar search
and complete functionalities for holes (incomplete parts) in
a program, making use of NLP techniques to improve the
amount of contextual information available to leverage.

8

Conclusion

As programmers learn different programming languages,
adaptive, contextual documentation provides quick access to
the level of information that a programmer needs to be productive. We present an early exploration of the design space
of contextually adaptive programming language documentation systems, including a survey of current documentation
practices, an early design for a concrete system in Hazel,
and a formative evaluation of properties of explanations
and examples that experienced programmers view as beneficial. Future directions of these documentation tools include:
adaptation to a programmers’ knowledge of the language
they are currently working in; customization based on other
known languages, explaining new concepts in terms of those
that are already understood; tailoring information based on
the specific use cases of the user, such as different forms of
documentation for one-off use versus trying to become an
expert; and more through evaluation of the tool in various
educational and development contexts.
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